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Loren Noyman, is an Israel based singer-songwriter. One could describe
her as being an old soul dreaming larger than life and continually shedding
her skin to create anew. Most importantly her music, writing and concepts
are drawn from and imbued with her unique sense of beauty which
touches upon elation and flirts with the ine�able. Her unique tones are
drawn from an ongoing fascination with country, folk and voices of a lost
age, the 60s and 70s, but in essence all of time. She is particularly
enamored by her close band of heroes such as Leonard Cohen, James
Taylor, Joni Mitchell and many more.

In the last two years Loren released her debut EP, “Pieces” alongside
Israeli producer Tomer Yeshayahu. She created a new musical world in
which the old meets the new in an exciting and emotional harmony.
"Pieces' ' speaks of a break up from a profound, beautiful, and painful
relationship full of love.
The EP was greatly acclaimed and warmly regarded by a number of
leading radio stations and listeners in Israel. For the past two years Loren
had embarked on a concert tour alongside her band in diverse locations
around the country and cooperated with a number of leading artist in
Israel and abroad {Tomer Yeshayahu, Gil Bar Hadas, Kama Vardi, Dan
Zeitun, Benjamin Brothers, Rayland Baxter, Aaron Embry and many more..}

As of late she has released a new single by the name of “The Wind”, a first
taste from her second album which she is working on with great verve
these days alongside Tomer Yeshayahu. The album is bound to be released
in this fall. Loren’s unique and gentle voice guides us through her beautiful
inner galaxy, explores and touches every single piece of her soul. Her
music is a personal, romantic and nostalgic creation.



Listen to "Pieces" on all major streaming platforms

Facebook || Instagram || YouTube
lorenoyman@gmail.com

https://nanadisc.lnk.to/Pieces
https://www.facebook.com/LorenNoymanOfficial/
https://www.instagram.com/lorennoyman/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe5WwXG8x71fk903Cgv4HBg
mailto:lorenoyman@gmail.com

